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and when that political age fell together like a house of
cards, at the Revolution of 1848, and when its failure
besmirched and disheartened all that was best and
noblest in the mind of Northern Europe, the Germans
did not—could not—turn back to the gods of Greece
for consolation. The age of pessimism broke in
grim earnest; the gods that appealed to this hopeless
Europe were not Zeus and Apollo, not even Dionysos,
but the dark, joyless gods of the north—gods that
were no longer the masters of their souls—the Wotan
of Wagner's mighty Nibelttng's Ring*
In this later nineteenth century the gods of Greece
were dead, vanished from the world, without seeming
hope of ever coming back* How dead they were we
see, if we turn to the nebulous, unplastic figures of
Hamerling's Venus im Exil or Aworund Psyche, poems
once popular, but now long relegated to the lumber-
room of the effete and musty things of literature. The
gods of Greece were surely never less alive than they
are here.2
But again the whirligig of time brings its surprises.
As the nineteenth century moved to its close, the cloud
of depressing pessimism began to break. The finest
minds of that age had, it is true, like Richard Wagner,
turned, with deepening despair, to the East, to find a
last word there with which to clench their faith in the
Nirwana, to worship in Buddha a new saviour from the
deluding optimism of a false world. But a new
generation was arising which demanded a truer
actuality, a braver stand against the ills of life. The
long reign of Schopenhauer—very much longer, as
far as poetry was concerned, than Kant's or Hegel's—
was visibly drawing to a close. In the apostasy of
Friedrich Nietzsche from his old master, the gauntlet of
1	Yet perhaps, after all, behind the gods of Wagner's world lurk the old
gods of Greece.    Cp. P. C. Wilson, Wagner's Dramas and Greek Tragedy*
New York, 1919.
2	I am not forgetful of other isolated productions of this time, such as
Paul Heyse's delightful Der lektfe Centaur, or that most beautiful of all prose
poems in the German tongue, Gottfried Keller's Das lan^l&gendchen;  but
in Keller's heaven there is no place even for the nine Muses.

